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The UNED’s Digital Humanities Laboratory (LINHD) is a international
centre for research, consultant, development and dissemination in an
emerging area such as the Digital Humanities.
LINHD is supported by Philology, Philosophy, Geography and History
faculties, the UNED Central Library and the Computer Science School.
LINHD, as an international centre, takes advantage of the substantial turn
research in the field of Humanities has taken with the possibilities of
analysis, organization and management of resources that technology
provides as a means to get the most out of traditional sources. From
LINHD, we try to promote research, encourage interdisciplinarity and
guarantee the development and dissemination of content and resources
that we put at the service of society.
The LINHD hopes to be an active agent in research, the dissemination of
knowledge and the generation of wealth.

Existing tools, services and expertise
LINHD presents a wide range of advisory, consulting and IT services for a) Advise researchers who wish to
undertake projects that include digital content. b) Improve existing projects in terms of their technological
implementation. c) Ensure the use and dissemination of existing standards in Digital Humanities projects and
legitimize these practices in Spanish worldwide. d) Offer hosting, maintenance, dissemination, and preservation
services for digital projects in Humanities and promote their open access and make their code available so that
other projects can reuse it. LINHD also offers services for a) Data modelling – LINHD has developed data
modelling services and helps develop ontologies of the different domain knowledge using semantic web
technologies to improve data interoperability and sharing. b) Data application development. LINHD work with
associated research groups at UNED. Therefore, it can develop all phases of the research process from data
acquisition (i.e., data curation, import, export, formats) to data analysis and enrichment. LINHD has associate
research groups specialized in NLP, GIS, and data retrieval, among others.
Finally, LINHD organizes different Summer Schools, webinars to train future DH researchers. LINHD offers a
master’s degree programme in Digital Humanities.

Aim of the fellowship
The CLS Fellowship at LINHD is directed towards (but not limited to): a) humanities researchers who wish to
design, create, annotate and exploit their corpora, with a particular interest in poetry corpus b) scholars (from
computer science, philology, geography, history, philosophy, and linguistics) who would like to participate on
the open DH researches of LINHD’s associate research groups and researchers. c) Scholars who have a welldefined realistic project related to the primary research lines at LINHD.
Fellows will be assigned a local mentor with a best match with their project. Therefore, it is recommended that
the fellows contact the LINHD contact person before submitting their proposals.
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